
La Muineira

Footwork: Run out onto stage arms linked w/ partners, 1 lead couple

Lead couple starts kicking pattern, similar to jump rope step (hop, kick foot 
forward, kick it back as he hops on other foot, kick it out), kicking first w/ R foot. 
Others follow suit after 1 kick forward with each foot. Others continue this pattern 
while lead man does next part alone.

Run in a circle w/ 3 running steps and hop in place, stomp by hopping on L foot. 
Stomp/hops on R foot and kicks L foot up and back in hook step.

Other couples join lead man for next section: Lead couple jumps up and spins 
around; other couples all turn around and face away from partner, landing on L 
foot and kicking forward R foot. All jump forward, landing split-weight on both feet 
w/ legs slightly bent. Hop and land on L foot w/ R foot in a hook step. Hopping 
turn around over R shoulder on 4 steps landing w/ tiny steps, land on R foot last 
and tap L foot to the L. L hook, kick R foot back and R hook forward. R foot back 
low to ground while hopping on L foot.

2 bouncing steps forward, kick R foot forward and then sideways in a hook, 2 
bouncing steps and then kick R foot forward and hook. Bounce to the R and kick 
R foot forward. 2 more bouncing steps around and then jump forward landing 
split-weight on both feet w/ legs slightly bent. Hop on L foot w/ R hook in front, 2 
more bounces back turning L and tap back/slightly to R side w/ R foot and then 
hook.

Jump and land split-weight w/ knees less bent. Jump forward and tap R foot (flat-
footed) forward/slightly to R. Spin around and turn over L shoulder. Run out into a 
circle.

Running in a circle from :37-:52.

10 running steps, then skip forward, twisting while kicking L foot up and back 
every time it is a stressed beat.

Arms: Up, loose W-arms w/ hands open, waving around as they dance. Arms 
come down for 10 running steps in the running in a circle bit, then go back up.



Note: Women are the same, not natural opposite. Same foot, etc.

At 52 seconds everyone runs back to the line facing same partners. When 
running on R foot the L foot is kicked back, when landing on L foot it is a normal 
running step. 4 sets of running steps like this at end of running in from circle.

Last hop is a split-weight hop forward w/ feet landing together, hop on R foot w/ L 
foot kicking back and then 2 bouncing steps turning over L shoulder landing on 
both feet for a second and then landing on R foot w/ L foot kicked back and then 
land on L foot briefly before it is kicked forward in an enveloppe sort of motion 
only w/o raising foot much. Tap L foot back and land on R foot then bounce 
forward on L foot, kick R foot out to the side while turning over L shoulder away 
from partner. Land on L foot when turning away, put R foot down for just a 
second and then kick it up behind you, kick forward low to the ground, and then 
touch ground briefly and then short scoop kick/enveloppe w/ R foot. Touch foot 
behind quickly and bounce on L foot, land mostly on L foot but slightly split-
weight w/ R foot in front and then turn over R shoulder w/ L foot kicking out, 
bouncing step, another bouncing step w/ L foot kicking back and then low 
forward, another bounce and lift L knee up (like enveloppe but less pronounced), 
land and small bounce, small split-weight jump and then kick R foot to the side 
while turning around over L shoulder. Land split-weight, start running in a circle 
w/ L foot first. Run in circle for 8 steps turning around your partner the whole time 
and then run out into a wider running circle w/ everyone.

6 regular running steps in the circle, and then “fancy” running. Land on L foot, 
kick out to the side w/ R. Run R, L, then L foot out. Run L, R, then kick R foot out, 
etc. Repeat this series 5 times while going in a circle. Do this series 2 more times 
while running into place and landing in front of your partner.

After last of above pattern, land split-weight and then turn over L shoulder while 
bouncing on R foot w/ L foot kicked back/up, then split-weight, bounce and land 
on R foot w/ L foot kicked back/up while finishing turn and coming back to face 
your partner. Triple-step in place starting w/ L foot, last step of triple-step the L 
foot crosses in front of the R foot and then L knee pulls up, L foot goes back, 3 
series of triple-steps, L-R-L, R-L-R, L-R-L, on the last L step the left foot swings 
in front of R foot, not quite a hook but almost. Land on L, hop on L w/ R foot back, 
then 2nd hop w/ R foot forward. Triple-step w/ R knee coming forward and up, 2 
split-weight hops forward, then turn over L shoulder, run forward *past* your 
partner out into circle, L shoulders passing. (1:31)



Six sets of running steps forward and then turn around and skip backwards 6 
times in the circle. Everyone skip backwards into the line so women go between 
men passing your partner w/ left shoulders until you're facing each other again. 
Lead man shows off while dancers prance in place. They land on both feet but w/ 
weight on one foot with the other one out in front and then pull up the knee of the 
foot in front and put it back behind the first one so they're landing with one foot in 
front and taking turns w/ their feet. This happens about 8 times (1 time=both feet) 
and after that the lead man finishes showing off and everyone starts doing the 
same thing again following the lead.

Jump and land split-weight to the L w/ more weight on L foot (60/40?), split-
weight jump again w/ R foot back to the R, turn over R shoulder w/ a few skipping 
steps, come back around to face partner, then run past partner (L shoulders 
passing) into circle. (1:58)


